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1 Workflow Designer Workspace 

The SPARK Workflow allows you to create customizable workflows within your Office 365 

environment quickly and easily. You can design any type of workflow using your 

preferred web browser. 

 

The workflow designer workspace contains three main areas: 

 Top Ribbon at the top. 

 Workflow Activities Toolbox on the left. 

 Workflow Canvas. 

 

1.1 Workflow Activities Toolbox 

The Workflow Activities Toolbox displays the workflow activities which can be added 

to the workflow canvas. 

 

The workflow activities are activities that can be dragged and dropped to the workflow 

canvas to perform actions and rules. 

 

To use the workflow activity: 

 Select the activity from the Workflow Activities Toolbox (on the left hand-side) or 

search for the activity using a keyword. 

 Drag it onto the workflow canvas and drop it onto a design node . 

 

 

1.2 Adding Activity to the Workflow Canvas 

To begin designing a workflow, add activities to the workflow canvas and configure each 

activity. 

 

Drag an activity from the Workflow Activities Toolbox and drop it into a desired 

design node. 

 

Click on the three dots (…) beside the name of the activity to open the activity operations 

menu: 

 Settings: Click on Settings to configure the activity. 

 Add Branch: To add a branch to Parallel Activity only. 

 Copy: Click on Copy to copy activity to another workflow 

design location. Go to the desired location click on the design 

node and click on paste. 

 Disable: Click on Disable to disable the activity so the disabled 

activities will be ignored during the workflow running. 

 Delete: Click on Delete to delete the activity. A delete 

confirmation message will appear. 

 Collapse/Expand: Collapse and Expand appears for some 

activities (Request Approval, Request Review, If Condition, 

Parallel Activities, State Machine, While Loop) to collapse or 

expand what are included in these activities. 
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1.3 Workflow Design Ribbons 

Located at the top of the designer's page. The options and related help topics are all 

listed below. 

 

 Actions Group: 

o Close: Clicking Close will close the workflow design page and return to the 

original location. If the current workflow has not been saved, an alerting dialog 

will appear to warn the user about saving the workflow design before closing. 

If the workflow is not saved, the unsaved work will be lost. 

o New: Clicking New will open a new clean workflow canvas in order to enable 

the user to create and design a new workflow. If the current workflow has not 

been saved, an alerting dialog will appear to warn the user to save the 

workflow design before closing. If the workflow is not saved, the unsaved 

design will be lost. 

o Reload: Clicking Reload will reload the current workflow design page and 

open the most recent saved workflow design. 

o Save: The save button has a the following sub-buttons: 

1- Save Workflow: Clicking Save Workflow will open the following popup 

dialog: 

 
- Submit: Click on Submit button will save the current workflow design and 

generate an unpublished version of the workflow. 

- Title: Specify the name of the workflow. This is a mandatory and a unique 
property, which means it must be entered for any newly created workflow and the 
name must not be assigned for any other workflow across the site. 

- Overwrite current version: You can optionally choose to "Overwrite" any existing 
version of any currently existing workflow. 

- Description: Optionally specify a brief description of the workflow. 

 

2- Save as Snippet: Clicking Save as Snippet button will open the following 

popup dialog: 
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Save: Click on Save button to save the current workflow design as a snippet to be 
used in other workflows. You can drag and drop this snippet from the toolbox, as it will 

be listed in the Snippets pane. 

- Title: Specify the name of the workflow snippet. This is a required field and the 

name must be unique as well, the system will not accept duplicate snippets names. 
 

3- Save as Template: Clicking Save as Template will open the following 

popup dialog: 

 
- Save: Click on Save button to save the current workflow design as a template, this 

workflow template can be imported on other lists, libraries or sites and published 
on them. 

- Title: Specify the name of the workflow template. This is a required field and the 
name must be unique as well, the system will not accept duplicate templates 

names. 

- Category: To specify the category of the new template, you can create a new 

category by selecting the “New Category” option at the bottom of the categories 
list. 

- Description: (Optionally) you can write a brief description of the new workflow 
template. 

 Edit Group: 

o Clear: Clicking Clear will reset all Workflow design including workflow 

variables and settings. 

o Undo: Undo the last action. 

o Redo: Reverse the most recent Undo action. 

 Workflow Group: 
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o Publish: Before a workflow becomes available to end users within SharePoint 

lists/libraries, Content Type or Site, it must be published. Clicking Publish will 

open a popup dialogue as follows: 

 
- Submit: Click on Submit to publish the workflow. 

- Title: Specify the name of the workflow. This is a mandatory and a unique 
property, which means it must be entered for any newly created workflow and the 
name must not be assigned for any other workflow across the site. 

- Overwrite current version: You can optionally choose to "Overwrite" any existing 
version of any currently existing workflow. 

o Description: Optionally specify a brief description of the workflow. 
 

Note: You will not be able to publish the workflow if at least one activity still not 

completely configured. A yellow exclamation mark  will appear on such activities. 

 

o Versions: Displays a dialog having a list of last 5 versions of the published 

workflows templates, the designer can roll back to a specific earlier saved or 

published workflow design. 

o Templates: Displays a dialog having a list of all saved templates on this site, 

these templates are categories based on their functionality. 

 
Please note that you can save your own templates by clicking on the “Save as 

Template” button at the top ribbon of the workflow design canvas. 

o Settings: To configure workflow main settings, click the Settings button in 

the Workflow group under Workflow ribbon. You can configure the following 

workflow settings: 
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- Title: Specify the name of the workflow. This is a mandatory and a unique 

property, which means it must be entered for any newly created workflow and the 

name must not be assigned for any other workflow across the site. 
- Description: Optionally provide more detail description of the workflow purpose. 
- Start Manually: Switch it ON in case you want the workflow to start manually 

from the list item menu. 
 
To start a list/library workflow manually, follow the following steps: 
o Navigate to the list or library that workflow is created on. 

o Click on the item context menu  then click on Advanced and click on 
Workflows. 

 
 

To start a site workflow manually, follow the following steps: 
o Click on Site Contents. 
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o Click on SITE WORKFLOWS button. 

 
 
A list of workflows that have been published and are available for manual 
initiation is displayed. Click the corresponding workflow's hyperlink, then 
click the Start button to initiate the workflow. 

 
- Start when item is created: Switch it ON in case you want the workflow to start 

when a new item is being created. 
Note: This feature is not applicable on "Site Workflow". 

- Start when item is changed: Switch it ON in case you want the workflow to start 
when an existing item is being updated. 

Note: This feature is not applicable on "Site Workflow". 
- Task List: Specify the workflow task list so all tasks created by a workflow are 

stored in. By default SPARK will choose the first task list it finds in the site. You can 

create a new list by clicking on + icon. 
- History List: Specify the workflow history, usually this list is used to save logs and 

tasks responses of the workflow instance. By default SPARK will choose the first 
history logs list it finds in the site. You can create a new list by clicking on + icon. 

- Create Workflow Status: If this option is switched ON, the system will 
automatically create an "In Progress" workflow status once the workflow initiated 
and will automatically create a "Completed" workflow status once the workflow 

completed. 
- Create Custom Initiation Form: If this option is switched ON, SPARK Forms 

Builder must be installed on your site in order to create custom workflow initiation 
form. 

 

o Variables: Please refer to Workflow Variable. 

o SPARK Initiation Form: Please refer to Workflow Initiation Form. 

 File Group: 

o Import: Imports workflow design file (.swf) including all settings and 

workflow variables to the current workflow canvas. 

o Export: Exports the current workflow design, including all settings and 

workflow variables, to a file of .swf extension (SPARK Workflow File). 

 View Ribbon: 

o Zoom In: Clicking Zoom In will increase the size of the workflow diagram 

(workflow canvas). 

o Zoom Out: Clicking Zoom Out will decrease the size of the workflow diagram 

(workflow canvas). 

o View 100%: Clicking View 100% will return the workflow diagram 

(workflow canvas) to the original viewing size. 
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1.4 Workflow Initiation Form 

The workflow initiation form is a SharePoint page that opens each time a SPARK workflow 

is started manually. 

 

All workflow variables that have an option "Show on start" set to ON in the workflow 

variable settings page will be displayed in the initiation page when starting the workflow. 

For more details about the Workflow Variable, please refer to Workflow Variables section 

in this document. 

 

The user can click on "SPARK Initiation Form" button in the workflow ribbon to open 

"SPARK Forms Builder-initiation Form". 

 
 

When clicking on "SPARK Initiation Form" button, the system will display the following 

message in case the workflow is still not published or the SPARK Forms Builder is not 

installed and/or activated on the running site: "You need to publish this workflow first in 

order to create an initiation form for it using SPARK Forms Builder." 

 

In "SPARK Forms Builder-initiation Form", user can design the form that he wants to 

open when the workflow is started/initiated manually. 

 

The user can design his form as he desires (i.e. add controls, add rules, add CSS) and 

then he can map these controls with the created workflow variables (that have an option 

"Show on start" set to ON) by clicking on "Workflow Initiation Form" button in the form 

settings ribbon. 
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Once he is completing designing and mapping the workflow variables with the form 

controls, he can click on Publish button under Publishing ribbon to publish the initiation 

form. 
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2 Creating a Workflow 

With SPARK Workflow, you can create two types of workflows:  

1. List Workflow  

2. Site Workflow. 

 

Important: The user who wants to create a new workflow or update an existing workflow 

should have "Add and Customize Pages" permission or have at least a "Design" level 

permission associated with his account. 

 

2.1 Create a List Workflow 

With "List Workflow”, you can create workflows based on a list or library. 

 
 

1. Select the List tab on the List Tools Ribbon. 

2. In the Settings group, click the SPARK Workflow button and click on Create 

New Workflow. 

 

Or 

 

1. Select the List tab on the List Tools Ribbon. 

2. In the Settings group, click the SPARK Workflow button and click on Manage 

SPARK Workflows. 

3. In the Workflow group, click the New List Workflow button. 

 
 

 

2.3 Create a Site Workflow 

With "Site Workflow”, you can create and associate workflows on a particular SharePoint 

site and not bound it to a particular SharePoint list or library. For example, you can 

create a site workflow on a particular site to delete old items from all lists and libraries in 

this site. 

1. Select the List tab on the List Tools Ribbon. 

1. In the Settings group, click the SPARK Workflow button and click on Manage 

SPARK Workflows. 

2. In the Workflow group, click the New Site Workflow button. 
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3 Opening a Workflow 

The existing workflow’s design can be opened and managed as follows: 

1. Select the List tab on the Ribbon toolbar. 

 
2. Click on the SPARK Workflow button then click on Manage SPARK Workflows. 

3. Click on the desired workflow to open the workflow. 
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4 Workflow Activities 

4.1 Activities Settings General Ribbons 

There are two ribbon groups repeated in each activity settings. 

 Actions Group: 

o Submit: Clicking Submit will save the activity 

settings. 

o Close: Clicking Close will close the activity settings 

without save. 

 Variables Group: 

o Variables: Clicking Variables will open workflow variable in order to add, 

delete or edit workflow variables. For more detail, please refer to Workflow 

Variables section. 

 

 

4.2 Task and Notification 

4.2.1 Notification 

This activity will send a custom email notification message to a particular user/s or 

group/s. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Tile: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 
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 To: Sets the main users who will receive the email notification. To set the To 

field, enter the user/group name (a dropdown box will appear with matching 

query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic value to this field 

by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

Note: If a group is entered in this field, an email will be sent to each member’s 

email address. 

 

 CC: This field sets carbon copy users who will receive the email message. To set 

the CC field, enter the user/group name (a dropdown box will appear with 

matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic value 

to this field by clicking on the (fx) button. 

 BCC: This field sets the blind carbon copy users who will receive the email 

message. To set the BCC field, enter the user/group name (a dropdown box will 

appear with matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a 

dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Subject: This field is the subject of the email message that will be sent. You can 

set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Body: This field is e rich text body of the email message that will be sent. You can 

format the text in this field; also, you can add dynamic values in this field by 

clicking on (fx) button. 
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4.2.2 Request Approval 

This activity creates a request tasks to one or more user/group to take actions 

(Approve/Reject) on the item that the workflow instance is running on. 

 

The shape of this activity has two branches: Approved and Rejected. The direction of the 

workflow path that will be used will depend on the activity response result. 

 

 
 

 

General Settings: 

 
 Activity Tile: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Assign To: This field contains all users or groups that will be assigned to take 

action during the executing of the running instance of the workflow. To set this 

field, enter the user/group name (a dropdown box will appear with matching 
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query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic value to this field 

by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Assignment Behavior: Select from the following options: 

o Parallel (all at once): If this option is selected, the task will be sent as 

parallel “all together” to the specified assignees. 

o Serial (one at a time): If this option is selected, the task will be sent as 

serial “one by one” to the specified assignees. 

 Create separate task for each member in the group: If switched ON, a 

separate task will be assigned to every group member and an email notification 

will send to each group member. If not checked, all users in that group will 

receive the task notification and an email notification will send to the email 

address assigned to this group. 

 Preserve Incomplete Tasks: If switched ON, the incomplete tasks will be 

preserved. For example, if the "Approval options" is "First response applies" and 

this option is set to ON, the tasks for other reviewers will be kept reserved, 

otherwise they will be deleted form the tasks list. 

 Allow LazyApproval: Enable this feature by selecting the “Show footer for 

general email” option if your organization is using an email services rather than 

the O365 Exchange service / Outlook 365, or select the “Show footer for 

Outlook 365 Email” option if your organization use it, this will allow embedding 

the most suitable actions links internal code in the notification email’s body to 

provide smoother user experience. 

 Task Name: Specify the task name that will appear in a SharePoint task list. You 

can add dynamic values to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Task Description: Specify additional information about the task activity that will 

display in the task description field in the tasks list. You can add dynamic values 

to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Task Due Date: Specify the due date of the task to be completed. The value can 

be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) 

button or based of a workflow variable. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can 

select from the existing variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" 

to add a new variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Wait for task completion: If switched ON, the "Request Options" section will 

appear for the designer and the workflow will wait on this activity till the 

completion criteria is fully validated. If this property is switched OFF, the workflow 

will continue without waiting on this activity, task/s will be sent to “Assigned To” 

users though. 

 Default Outcome: Select the outcome to be used if the completion criteria has 

not been met. 

 Approval Options: There are four options of approvals in case of having multiple 

Assigned To: 

o Wait for all tasks to complete: This option will make the workflow wait until 

all of the tasks have been completed. It will then return the outcome that 

received the most number of responses. If we have a tie, the first task 

response that was received first will be the outcome of the request. 

o Wait for one task to complete: This option will make the workflow wait until 

the first task is completed. It will then return the outcome of this task. 

o At least one of this outcome: This option will make the workflow wait until 

the selected outcome is being received from a task. If the required outcome is 

not received, it will return the default outcome. 

o At least a percentage of this outcome: This option will make the workflow 

wait until an accumulated percentage of a particular outcome is achieved. If 

this percentage is not achieved, it will return the default outcome. 

 Related Item: Switch it ON to apply the task on the current item. If switched OFF, 

you can specify different items to apply the task on. The following section’s fields will 

appear to you: 

o List: Specify the list or library to apply the task on its item/document. 
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o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List. 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Left Label: You can change the default value [No] of the left label of this activity by 

changing this property. 

 Right Label: You can change the default value [Yes] of the right label of this activity 

by changing this property. 

 

Notification Message Settings: 

 
 Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that will be sent when 

the task is being created for the user. You can set a dynamic value to this field by 

clicking on (fx) button. 

 Body: The rich text body of the email notification. You can format the text in this 

field, also you can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 
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Cancellation Message Settings: 

 
 Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that will be sent when 

the task cancellation is being created for the user. You can set a dynamic value to 

this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Body: The rich text body of the email notification. You can format the text in this 

field, also you can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

Task Reminder Settings (Optional): 
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Optionally configure the reminders notification to be sent to each assignee who has not 

yet completed the task. 

 Active: Switch it ON to make the task reminder activate. 

 Frequency: Specify the reminder frequency (daily, weekly or monthly). 

 Repeat Times: Specify the number of reminders to be sent per frequency. 

 Reminder Subject: This field is the subject of the reminder email notification 

that will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) 

button. 

 Reminder Message: The rich text body of the reminder email notification that 

will be sent. You can format the text in this field, also you can add dynamic values 

in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

Escalation Settings (Optional): 

This option will escalate the outstanding task/s automatically to another user within 

specified time frame in case of non-availability of the user or if there is no response from 

him/her within the time specified. 

 

The escalation has the following options: 

 No Escalation: If this option is selected, no escalation is applied. 

 

 Escalate to person or group: Select this option to escalate the task to a person 

or a group after a specific period of time. 

 
o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalate To: Specify the user/s or group/s to escalate the pending request 

tasks after a specific amount of time "Escalation After" has passed. To set 

this field, enter the user name or email address (a dropdown box will 
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appear with matching query results when typing in this field) or you can 

set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalation Subject: This field is the subject of the escalation email 

notification that will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by 

clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalation Message: The rich text body of the escalation email 

notification that will be sent. You can format the text in this field, also you 

can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 Auto-complete the task: Select this option to complete the task automatically 

after a specific period of time without notifying anyone. 

 
o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 Auto-complete the task and send Notification: Select this option to complete 

the task automatically after a specific period of time and notify a specific person/s 

and/or group/s. 
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o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

o To: Specify the user/s or group/s to send them a notification after a 

specific amount of time "Escalation After" has passed. To set this field, 

enter the user name or email address (a dropdown box will appear with 

matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic 

value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Include original assignee in the message CC: If this option is switched 

ON, a CC notification message will send to the original assignee/s that the 

task/s was assigned to. 

o Notification Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that 

will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) 

button. 

o Notification Message: The rich text body of the email notification that 

will be sent. You can format the text in this field; also you can add dynamic 

values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

Edit Task Form (Optional): 

When Clicking the Edit Task Form button, SPARK Forms Builder will open in a new 

browser tab, and will render a default from design from the workflow activity settings 

information. 

For more information on this feature, refer to Custom SPARK Workflow Task Actions 

Form section. 
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4.2.3 Request Review 

This activity creates a task to one or more user/group to review a task on the item that 

the workflow instance is running on. 

 

General Settings: 

 
 Activity Tile: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Assign To: This field contains all users or groups that will be assigned to take 

action during the executing of the running instance of the workflow. To set this 

field, enter the user/group name (a dropdown box will appear with matching 

query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic value to this field 

by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Assignment Behavior: Select from the following options: 

o Parallel (all at once): If this option is selected, the task will be sent as 

parallel “all together” to the specified assignees. 

o Serial (one at a time): If this option is selected, the task will be sent as 

serial “one by one” to the specified assignees. 

 Create separate task for each member in the group: If switched ON, a 

separate task will be assigned to every group member and an email notification 

will send to each group member. If not checked, all users in that group will 

receive the task notification and an email notification will send to the email 

address assigned to this group. 

 Preserve Incomplete Tasks: If switched ON, the incomplete tasks will be 

preserved. For example, if the "Approval options" is "First response applies" and 
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this option is set to ON, the tasks for other reviewers will be kept reserved, 

otherwise they will be deleted form the tasks list. 

 Allow LazyApproval: Enable this feature by selecting the “Show footer for 

general email” option if your organization is using an email services rather than 

the O365 Exchange service / Outlook 365, or select the “Show footer for 

Outlook 365 Email” option if your organization use it, this will allow embedding 

the most suitable actions links internal code in the notification email’s body to 

provide smoother user experience. 

 Task Name: Specify the task name that will appear in a SharePoint task list. You 

can add dynamic values to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Task Description: Specify additional information about the task activity that will 

display in the task description field in the tasks list. You can add dynamic values 

to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Task Due Date: Specify the due date of the task to be completed. The value can 

be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) 

button or based of a workflow variable. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can 

select from the existing variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" 

to add a new variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Wait for task completion: If switched ON, the "Review Options" section will 

appear for the designer and the workflow will wait on this activity till the 

completion criteria is fully validated. If this property is switched OFF, the workflow 

will continue without waiting on this activity, task/s will be sent to “Assigned To” 

users though. 

 Review Options: There are two options of approvals in case of having multiple 

Assigned To: 

o Wait for all tasks to complete: This option will make the workflow wait until 

all of the tasks have been completed. It will then return the outcome that 

received the most number of responses. If we have a tie, the first task 

response that was received first will be the outcome of the request. 

o Wait for one task to complete: This option will make the workflow wait until 

the first task is completed. It will then return the outcome of this task. 

 Related Item: Switch it ON to apply the task on the current item. If switched OFF, 

you can specify different items to apply the task on. The following section’s fields will 

appear to you: 

o List: Specify the list or library to apply the task on its item/document. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List. 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 
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Notification Message Settings: 

 
 Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that will be sent when 

the task is being created for the user. You can set a dynamic value to this field by 

clicking on (fx) button. 

 Body: The rich text body of the email notification. You can format the text in this 

field, also you can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

Cancellation Message Settings: 

 
 Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that will be sent when 

the task cancellation is being created for the user. You can set a dynamic value to 

this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Body: The rich text body of the email notification. You can format the text in this 

field, also you can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 
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Task Reminder Settings (Optional): 

 
Optionally configure the reminders notification to be sent to each assignee who has not 

yet completed the task. 

 Active: Switch it ON to make the task reminder activate. 

 Frequency: Specify the reminder frequency (daily, weekly or monthly). 

 Repeat Times: Specify the number of reminders to be sent per frequency. 

 Reminder Subject: This field is the subject of the reminder email notification 

that will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) 

button. 

 Reminder Message: The rich text body of the reminder email notification that 

will be sent. You can format the text in this field, also you can add dynamic values 

in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

Escalation Settings (Optional): 

This option will escalate the outstanding task/s automatically to another user within 

specified time frame in case of non-availability of the user or if there is no response from 

him/her within the time specified. 

 

The escalation has the following options: 

 No Escalation: If this option is selected, no escalation is applied. 

 

 Escalate to person or group: Select this option to escalate the task to a person 

or a group after a specific period of time. 
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o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalate To: Specify the user/s or group/s to escalate the pending request 

tasks after a specific amount of time "Escalation After" has passed. To set 

this field, enter the user name or email address (a dropdown box will 

appear with matching query results when typing in this field) or you can 

set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalation Subject: This field is the subject of the escalation email 

notification that will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by 

clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalation Message: The rich text body of the escalation email 

notification that will be sent. You can format the text in this field, also you 

can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 Auto-complete the task: Select this option to complete the task automatically 

after a specific period of time without notifying anyone. 
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o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 Auto-complete the task and send Notification: Select this option to complete 

the task automatically after a specific period of time and notify a specific person/s 

and/or group/s. 

 
o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

o To: Specify the user/s or group/s to send them a notification after a 

specific amount of time "Escalation After" has passed. To set this field, 

enter the user name or email address (a dropdown box will appear with 

matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic 

value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Include original assignee in the message CC: If this option is switched 

ON, a CC notification message will send to the original assignee/s that the 

task/s was assigned to. 

o Notification Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that 

will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) 

button. 

o Notification Message: The rich text body of the email notification that 

will be sent. You can format the text in this field; also, you can add 

dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 
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Edit Task Form (Optional): 

When Clicking the Edit Task Form button, SPARK Forms Builder will open in a new 

browser tab, and will render a default from design from the workflow activity settings 

information. 

For more information on this feature, refer to Custom SPARK Workflow Task Actions 

Form section. 
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4.2.4 Custom Request 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Standard and Enterprise Editions only. 

 

This activity allows to assign a task to one or more user/group to request a specific 

outcome. The list of possible outcomes is determined by the person who designing the 

workflow. 

 

 
 

General Settings: 

 
 Activity Tile: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Assign To: This field contains all users or groups that will be assigned to take 

action during the executing of the running instance of the workflow. To set this 

field, enter the user/group name (a dropdown box will appear with matching 

query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic value to this field 

by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Assignment Behavior: Select from the following options: 
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o Parallel (all at once): If this option is selected, the task will be sent as 

parallel “all together” to the specified assignees. 

o Serial (one at a time): If this option is selected, the task will be sent as 

serial “one by one” to the specified assignees. 

 Create separate task for each member in the group: If switched ON, a 

separate task will be assigned to every group member and an email notification 

will send to each group member. If not checked, all users in that group will 

receive the task notification and an email notification will send to the email 

address assigned to this group. 

 Preserve Incomplete Tasks: If switched ON, the incomplete tasks will be 

preserved. For example, if the "Approval options" is "First response applies" and 

this option is set to ON, the tasks for other reviewers will be kept reserved, 

otherwise they will be deleted form the tasks list. 

 Allow LazyApproval: Enable this feature by selecting the “Show footer for 

general email” option if your organization is using an email services rather than 

the O365 Exchange service / Outlook 365, or select the “Show footer for 

Outlook 365 Email” option if your organization use it, this will allow embedding 

the most suitable actions links internal code in the notification email’s body to 

provide smoother user experience. 

 Task Name: Specify the task name that will appear in a SharePoint task list. You 

can add dynamic values to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Task Description: Specify additional information about the task activity that will 

display in the task description field in the tasks list. You can add dynamic values 

to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Task Due Date: Specify the due date of the task to be completed. The value can 

be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) 

button or based of a workflow variable. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can 

select from the existing variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" 

to add a new variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Wait for task completion: If switched ON, the "Request Options" section will 

appear for the designer and the workflow will wait on this activity till the 

completion criteria is fully validated. If this property is switched OFF, the workflow 

will continue without waiting on this activity, task/s will be sent to “Assigned To” 

users though. 

 Custom Request Content Type: you can select content types that already been 

created on the tasks list with a custom outcome field, in order to prevent creating 

a new custom content type with the same outcome. 

 Outcomes: All the possible responses to the task. When completing the task, 

assignees must choose from one of the listed outcomes. You can add new 

outcome by clicking on "Add Outcome" button. 

 Default Outcome: Select the outcome to be used if the completion criteria has 

not been met. 

 Approval Request Options: There are four options of approvals in case of 

having multiple Assigned To: 

o Wait for all tasks to complete: This option will make the workflow wait until 

all of the tasks have been completed. It will then return the outcome that 

received the most number of responses. If we have a tie, the first task 

response that was received first will be the outcome of the request. 

o Wait for one task to complete: This option will make the workflow wait until 

the first task is completed. It will then return the outcome of this task. 

o At least one of this outcome: This option will make the workflow wait until 

the selected outcome is being received from a task. If the required outcome is 

not received, it will return the default outcome. 

o At least a percentage of this outcome: This option will make the workflow 

wait until an accumulated percentage of a particular outcome is achieved. If 

this percentage is not achieved, it will return the default outcome. 
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 Related Item: Switch it ON to apply the task on the current item. If switched OFF, 

you can specify different items to apply the task on. The following section’s fields will 

appear to you: 

o List: Specify the list or library to apply the task on its item/document. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List. 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Left Label: You can change the default value [No] of the left label of this activity by 

changing this property. 

 Right Label: You can change the default value [Yes] of the right label of this activity 

by changing this property. 

 

Notification Message Settings: 

 
 Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that will be sent when 

the task is being created for the user. You can set a dynamic value to this field by 

clicking on (fx) button. 

 Body: The rich text body of the email notification. You can format the text in this 

field, also you can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 
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Cancellation Message Settings: 

 
 Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that will be sent when 

the task cancellation is being created for the user. You can set a dynamic value to 

this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Body: The rich text body of the email notification. You can format the text in this 

field, also you can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 
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Task Reminder Settings (Optional): 

 
Optionally configure the reminders notification to be sent to each assignee who has not 

yet completed the task. 

 Active: Switch it ON to make the task reminder activate. 

 Frequency: Specify the reminder frequency (daily, weekly or monthly). 

 Repeat Times: Specify the number of reminders to be sent per frequency. 

 Reminder Subject: This field is the subject of the reminder email notification 

that will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) 

button. 

 Reminder Message: The rich text body of the reminder email notification that 

will be sent. You can format the text in this field, also you can add dynamic values 

in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

Escalation Settings (Optional): 

This option will escalate the outstanding task/s automatically to another user within 

specified time frame in case of non-availability of the user or if there is no response from 

him/her within the time specified. 

 

The escalation has the following options: 

 No Escalation: If this option is selected, no escalation is applied. 

 

 Escalate to person or group: Select this option to escalate the task to a person 

or a group after a specific period of time. 
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o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalate To: Specify the user/s or group/s to escalate the pending request 

tasks after a specific amount of time "Escalation After" has passed. To set 

this field, enter the user name or email address (a dropdown box will 

appear with matching query results when typing in this field) or you can 

set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalation Subject: This field is the subject of the escalation email 

notification that will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by 

clicking on (fx) button. 

o Escalation Message: The rich text body of the escalation email 

notification that will be sent. You can format the text in this field, also you 

can add dynamic values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 Auto-complete the task: Select this option to complete the task automatically 

after a specific period of time without notifying anyone. 
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o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 Auto-complete the task and send Notification: Select this option to complete 

the task automatically after a specific period of time and notify a specific person/s 

and/or group/s. 

 
o Escalate After: Set the escalation waiting period by defining number of 

days, hours and minutes before initiating the escalating process of this 

request pending tasks. You can set a dynamic value to Days, Hours and 

Minutes fields by clicking on (fx) button. 

o To: Specify the user/s or group/s to send them a notification after a 

specific amount of time "Escalation After" has passed. To set this field, 

enter the user name or email address (a dropdown box will appear with 

matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic 

value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Include original assignee in the message CC: If this option is switched 

ON, a CC notification message will send to the original assignee/s that the 

task/s was assigned to. 

o Notification Subject: This field is the subject of the email notification that 

will be sent. You can set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) 

button. 

o Notification Message: The rich text body of the email notification that 

will be sent. You can format the text in this field; also you can add dynamic 

values in this field by clicking on (fx) button. 
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Edit Task Form (Optional): 

When Clicking the Edit Task Form button, SPARK Forms Builder will open in a new 

browser tab, and will render a default from design from the workflow activity settings 

information. 

For more information on this feature, refer to Custom SPARK Workflow Task Actions 

Form section. 
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4.3 Flow & Logic Activities 

4.3.1 If Condition 

This activity checks whether a logical condition in the workflow if TRUE or FALSE. 

 

The If Condition activity checks a condition to determine if a Yes or No path will be 

taken. 

 

This activity has two branches: the right side is the Yes and the left side is the No. This 

activity checks a condition to determine if a Yes or No path will be taken. 

 

 
 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Condition/s: This contains all condition/s to be evaluated in this activity. When 

click on Add Condition, a popup dialogue will appear to add a condition as 

follows: 

 
There are two types of conditions that can be used: 

o If current item field equals value: Use this condition to compare the value 

in a field in the current item with another value. Values can be static, variable 

or dynamic using (fx). 
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o If any value equals value: Use this condition when you want to compare 

one value or variable with another value or variable. Each value can be static, 

variable or a dynamic using (fx). 

 

For both condition types, the Where section is case sensitive and you can use 

the (fx) to set a dynamic value to the value field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

You can add as many conditions as you want by clicking on Add Conditions. 

Also, you can edit condition by clicking on the edit sign . 

 

 Left Label: You can change the default value [No] of the left label of this activity 

by changing this property. 

 Right Label: You can change the default value [Yes] of the right label of this 

activity by changing this property. 

 

Note: For regular expression condition, please refer to section Regular 

Expressions in this document. 
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4.3.2 Switch 

 

This activity checks if a value is equivalent to one of several case values in order 

executing associated activities path that match the value obtained from the evaluation. 

 

The switch value to be evaluated can by dynamic (Workflow Context, Workflow Variables, 

Item Fields, Functions or a static value). 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Switch Value: Specifies the value to compare with cases to determine which case to 

execute its path. You can specify a dynamic value by clicking on the (fx) button. 

 Cases: Specifies the cases to be evaluated. To add a case, click on the Add case 

button. To remove a case, click on  button. Each case value must be compatible 

with the data type of the "Switch Value". 

 Other: Switch it ON to be executed if no match is found. 

 

Note: In case there is no match with any case and the "Other" property is not switched 

ON, the workflow will bypass the entire switch structure to the next node. 

 

 

4.3.3 Parallel Activities 

This activity has at least two branches that include activities to run concurrently. 
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Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Condition/s: This contains all condition/s to be evaluated in this activity. When click on Add 

Condition, a popup dialogue will appear to add a condition as follows: 

 

There are two types of conditions that can be used:  

o If current item field equals value: Use this condition to compare the value in a field 

in the current item with another value. Values can be static, variable or dynamic using 

fx. 

o If any value equals value: Use this condition when you want to compare one value or 

variable with another value or variable. Each value can be static, variable or a dynamic 

using fx. 

When the condition evaluates to true, the parallel block will complete when an individual branch 

completes. If the condition evaluates to false, or is not set, the parallel block waits for all branches to 

complete before continuing to the next activity. 

For both condition types, the Where section is case sensitive and you can use the fx to set a dynamic 

value to the value field by clicking on fx. 

 

It is worth mentioning that the workflow will not continue until all workflow branches in 

this activity are fully completed. 

 

To add a branch, click on three dots (…) then click on Add 

Branch as appears in the screenshot. 

 

 

 

 

 

To delete a branch, click on three dots […] then click on Delete 

as appears in the below screenshot. This will delete all activities inside the deleted 

branch. 
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4.3.4 States Machine 

A State Machine workflow activity represents a set of states, transitions, and activities. 

The steps in a state machine workflow execute asynchronously, this means that they are 

not necessarily performed one state after another, but instead are triggered by Change 

State activity. 

 

This activity provides a mechanism to define a number of states that the workflow can be 

in. Each state contains activities that will execute when the workflow is in that state. 

 

Use "Set Initial State" property in the State Machine activity settings to construct which 

state to be run first. 

 

Use “Change State” activity to construct which state to be run next. Workflow execution 

does not move to the next state instantly, the activities in a state are repeated until the 

Next State property in a “Change State” activity is set and all activities in the state 

have been executed. 

 

Change State activity can be used to control the flow between states. The workflow 

continues executing activities in the state machine until the "Next State" property in a 

Change State activity set to "End State Machine" which represents the completion of the 

state machine so the workflow will exit the state machine and continues with any 

activities below the state machine if exists. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Set Initial State: Specify the state to start with. 

 States: Specify the states for this state machine. 

 

Note: Deleting a state will delete all activities belonged to it. 
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4.3.5 Change State 

This activity instructs a parent State Machine activity which state to be run when the 

current state has finished. 

Change State activity can be dragged only on a State Machine activity. 

 

Note: You have to make sure that each branch in a State Machine activity has a 

Change State activity, without a Change State activity, the workflow enters in that 

state in an infinite loop. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Next State: The state to run when the current state has finished. Selecting End 

State Machine exits the state machine when the current state has finished. 
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4.3.6 While Loop 

This activity loops while a specific condition is met (evaluate to true). 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Condition/s: This contains all condition/s to be evaluated in this activity. When 

click on Add Condition, a popup dialogue will appear to add a condition as 

follows: 

 
There are two types of conditions that can be used: 

o If current item field equals value: Use this condition to compare the value 

in a field in the current item with another value. Values can be static, variable 

or dynamic using (fx). 

o If any value equals value: Use this condition when you want to compare 

one value or variable with another value or variable. Each value can be static, 

variable or a dynamic using (fx). 

 

For both condition types, the Where section is case sensitive and you can use 

the (fx) to set a dynamic value to the value field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

You can add as many conditions as you want by clicking on Add Conditions. 

Also, you can edit condition by clicking on the edit sign . 

 

Note: For regular expression condition, please refer to section Regular 

Expressions in this document. 
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4.3.7 Do While Loop 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Standard and Enterprise Editions only. 

 

This activity loops at least one time until a specific condition is no longer true. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Condition/s: This contains all condition/s to be evaluated in this activity. When 

click on Add Condition, a popup dialogue will appear to add a condition as 

follows: 

 
There are two types of conditions that can be used: 

o If current item field equals value: Use this condition to compare the value 

in a field in the current item with another value. Values can be static, variable 

or dynamic using (fx). 

o If any value equals value: Use this condition when you want to compare 

one value or variable with another value or variable. Each value can be static, 

variable or a dynamic using (fx). 

 

For both condition types, the Where section is case sensitive and you can use 

the (fx) to set a dynamic value to the value field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

You can add as many conditions as you want by clicking on Add Conditions. 

Also, you can edit condition by clicking on the edit sign . 

 

Note: For regular expression condition, please refer to section Regular 

Expressions in this document. 
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4.3.8 Loop N Times 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Standard and Enterprise Editions only. 

 

This activity loops for N number of times. You can add sub activities inside this activity 

and these sub activities will be executed N times. 

 

 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Repeat Times: Specify the number of times you want the workflow to loop. You 

can use the (fx) to set a dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 
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4.3.9 For Each 

 

This activity is used to loop through each value in a list and store results in the related 

variables. You can add child activities inside the "For Each" activity and these activities 

will be executed for each value in the list. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 CAML Query Option: If this option is selected, specify the following: 

o List: Specifies the list that the for each activity will loop through its items 

using CAML Query. 

o CAML Query: Set the CAML Query which will return the list items to iterate 

through them. For more details, please refer to CAML Query Builder. 

o Store Value in: As the activity loops through each value in the specified list, 

the iterated item’s fields values can be assigned to specific variables. You can 

assign more than one value for each loop. Sub-Activities that are inside the 

For Each activity can use these variables. 

 Collection Option: This option is used when you have a workflow variable of type 

"Collection" and you want to loop through each value in this collection. 

 
o For Each: As the activity loops through each value in the collection specified 

in "In", the iterated value (value in the iteration index) will be assigned to this 

workflow variable. This is very important for the activities inside the For Each 

activity in order to consume this variable and use it internally in their 

operations. The workflow variable type specified in this field, must be 

compatible with the values stored in the collection (In field). For more detail 

about how to create a workflow variable, please refer to Workflow Variables 

section. 

o In: This property will show only workflow variables of type "Collection" in 

order to specify the values collection to loop through the activity. For more 
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detail about how to create a workflow variable, please refer to Workflow 

Variables section. 

 Text Iteration Option: This option is used when you have a workflow variable of 

type "Collection" and you want to loop through each value in this collection. 

 
o Input Text: Specify the text you want to iterate through. You can specify a 

dynamic value by clicking on the (fx) button. 

o Separator: Specify the separator to split the string and iterate based on. You 

can specify a dynamic value by clicking on the (fx) button 

o String Split Options: 

 Remove Empty Entries: If this option is selected, it will remove the 

empty entries generated by the splitting process. 

 None: If this option is selected, it will keep the empty entries 

generated by the splitting process. 

o Store Value in: Specify the workflow variable to store the split entries in. 
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4.3.10 Run If Condition 

This activity checks whether a logical condition in the workflow is TRUE. 

 

The Run If Condition activity checks a condition to determine if is true or not, if not 

then the enter activity will be skipped in the workflow. 

 

This activity has no branches, and it can contains sub activities to run if the condition is 

met. 

 

 
 

Activity Settings: 

 
 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Condition/s: This contains all condition/s to be evaluated in this activity. When 

click on Add Condition, a popup dialogue will appear to add a condition as 

follows: 

 
There are two types of conditions that can be used: 
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o If current item field equals value: Use this condition to compare the value 

in a field in the current item with another value. Values can be static, variable 

or dynamic using (fx). 

o If any value equals value: Use this condition when you want to compare 

one value or variable with another value or variable. Each value can be static, 

variable or a dynamic using (fx). 

 

For both condition types, the Where section is case sensitive and you can use 

the (fx) to set a dynamic value to the value field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

You can add as many conditions as you want by clicking on Add Conditions. 

Also, you can edit condition by clicking on the edit sign . 

 

Note: For regular expression condition, consider the below table which provides 

examples of a popular regular expressions. For more details about regular 

expressions, please refer to https://regexr.com/ and https://www.rexegg.com/. 

Usage Example Regex Pattern 
String That 

Match 
String That 

Doesn't Match 

Match a 
Username 

/^[a-z0-9_-]{3,16}$/ my-us3r_n4m3 th1s1s-
wayt00_l0ngt0beaus
ername (its too 
long) 

Match a Password /^[a-z0-9_-]{6,18}$/ myp4ssw0rd mypa$$w0rd (it 
contains a dollar 
sign) 

Match an Email /^([a-z0-9_\.-
]+)@([\da-z\.-]+)\.([a-
z\.]{2,6})$/ 

john@doe.com john@doe.somethin
g (the TLD is too 
long) 

Match Any Email 
Address from a 
Specific Domain 

^[a-zA-Z0-9_.+-
]+@(?:(?:[a-zA-Z0-9-
]+\.)?[a-zA-

Z]+\.)?(domain1|domai
n2)\.com$ 

john@domain1.co
m 

john@domain3.com 

Math any IP 
address 

^(([0-9]|[1-9][0-
9]|1[0-9]{2}|2[0-4][0-
9]|25[0-5])\.){3}([0-
9]|[1-9][0-9]|1[0-
9]{2}|2[0-4][0-
9]|25[0-5])$ 

192.168.1.1 192.168.1 

 

 
  

https://regexr.com/
https://www.rexegg.com/
mailto:john@domain3.com
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4.3.11 Activities Set 

This activity allows ignoring errors in case at least one of the sub-activities inside this 

container raises a one, the workflow will bypass to the next node without suspending the 

workflow. 

 
 

Activity Settings: 

 
 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 
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4.3.12 Skip Error 

This activity is a "container” that allows other activities to be placed inside it to logically 

group them together. This allows the workflow designer to organize activities into logical 

"sub-routines" to make the workflow designing more convenient. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 

 

Note that you can use this activity to save its sub-activities as a snippet by clicking on 

the “Save as Snippet” link in the activity node menu. 
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4.4 Item & File Activities 

4.4.1 Create Item 

This activity creates a new item or file in a list or library in the current site. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Create item in: Specify the list or library to create an item or file in. 

 Content Type: Specify the content type within the selected item. If a folder's 

content type is selected, a folder will be created. If a document content type is 

selected, the appropriate document template will be used. 

 Field: Select fields that can be added to the created item. The field dropdown list 

depends on what fields have been created in the destination list, library or content 

type. For each field in the dropdown list, a value can be added either manually or 

based on a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) button. 
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4.4.2 Delete Item 

This activity deletes an item or a file from a list or library in the current site. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Delete from: If the "Current Item" is checked, the current item or file will be 

deleted. If the "Current Item" is unchecked, the following will appear: 

o List: Specify the list or library to delete an item or a file from. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List. 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 
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4.4.3 Copy Document 

This activity Copies a document from one library to another library within the current site 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Copy from: If the "Current Item" is checked, the current document will be 

copied. If the "Current Item" is unchecked, the following will appear: 

o Library: Specify the library to copy the document from. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List". 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Overwrite: Switch it ON to overwrite an existing document of the same name in 

the destination library. 

 Copy To: Specify the destination library in the current site to copy the document 

to. 
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4.4.4 Translate Document 

This activity provides the ability to translate a document to a specific language and then 

saved it into in a specific location. 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Translate Document: If the "Current Item" is checked, the document of  which 

the workflow will run on will be translated. If the "Current Item" is unchecked, the 

following section will appear: 

o Library: Specify the library to translate which contains the document to be 

translated. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List". 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Language: Select the language that you want to translate the document to. 

 Destination Library: Select the library to save the translated document in. 
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4.4.5 Update Item 

This activity allows multiple fields in an item to be updated. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Update: If the "Current Item" is checked, the current item or file will be updated. 

If the "Current Item" is unchecked, the following will appear: 

o List: Specify the list or library to update an item or a file field. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List". 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Field: Select the fields that the activity will update. More than one field can be 

added to update. When a field is selected, an input field is added to the dialog to 

allow a value or a workflow variable to be specified. To remove a field, click on . 
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4.4.6 Move Document 

This activity moves a document from one library to another library within the current 

site. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Move from: If the "Current Item" is checked, the current document will be 

moved. If the "Current Item" is unchecked, the following section will appear: 

o List: Specify the library to move a document from. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List". 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Overwrite: Switch it ON to overwrite an existing document of the same name in 

the destination library. 

 Move To: Specify the destination list or library in the current site to move the 

item or file to. 
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4.4.7 Set Column Value 

This activity sets a field in the current item to a value. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Set: Select the column that you want to update its value. 

 Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value can 

be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) 

button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new variable. 

For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 
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4.4.8 Check In Item  

This activity allows to check in an item that is checked out. You can check in items only 

from a document library. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Check in from: Specify the list or library in the current site to check in the item 

from. 

 Where: Specify the condition (column). 

 Equals: Compare the selected column with a static value or a workflow variable. You 

can choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value can be 

added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) button. If 

"Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing variables or click on 

"Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new variable. For more detail, please 

refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Comments: Specify the check in comments. The comment will be stored in that 

checked in item metadata. You can add dynamic values to this property by clicking on 

(fx) button. 
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4.4.9 Check Out Item 

This activity allows to check out an item in a library. You can check out items only from a 

document library. 

 

Note: If a library is configured to require check outs, this activity must be used to check 

out the item before an "Update Item" activity is used. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Check out from: Specify the library in the current site to check out the item from. 

 Where: Specify the condition (column). 

 Equals: Compare the selected column with a static value or a workflow variable. You 

can choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value can be 

added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) button. If 

"Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing variables or click on 

"Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new variable. For more detail, please 

refer to Workflow Variables section. 
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4.4.10 Discard Check Out 

This activity discards the changes and checks the item back in if an item is checked out 

and changes have been made to it. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Check out from: Specify the library in the current site to discard the checkout item 

from. 

 Where: Specify the condition. 

 Equals: Compare the selected column with a static value or a workflow variable. You 

can choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value can be 

added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) button. If 

"Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing variables or click on 

"Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new variable. For more detail, please 

refer to Workflow Variables section. 
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4.4.11 CAML Query 

This activity allows querying data from a list and filtering these data using CAML query 

and stores these results in workflow variables. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 List: Specifies the list to query data from. Only lists in the current site are displayed. 

 CAML Query: Specify the CAML Query to filter the list items. You can click on 

"generate CAML Query" button to build the query. For more details, please refer to 

CAML Query Builder. 

 Store Value in: Specify a workflow variable to store the values selected from the 

"For field internal name". You can select from the existing variables or click on 

"Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new variable. For more detail, please 

refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 For field internal name: Specify the internal field name to retrieve the data from. 

You can add more than one field by clicking on "Add" button. 
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4.4.12 Copy Attachments 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity copies list item attachments to a document library in the current site. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Copy Attach. from: If the "Current Item" is checked, the current list item 

attachments will be copied. If the "Current Item" is unchecked, the following will 

appear: 

o List: Specify the list to copy the list item attachments from. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List". 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Library: Specify the destination library to copy the list item attachments to. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow 

history list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 
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4.4.13 Item Attachments 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows adding/deleting attachments to/from a specified list item to/from the 

current site. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Specify the following if Add Attachments is selected: 

o Attachments: Specify the Attachment/s link/s that you want to add. The 

value of this property can be specified either manually or based on a dynamic 

element by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Specify the following if Delete Attachments is selected: 

o Attachments Name: Specify the Attachment/s name/s that you want to 

delete. The value of this property can be specified either manually or based on 

a dynamic element by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Add Attach. To / Delete Attach. From: If the "Current Item" is checked, the 

specified operation (add or delete) will be applied on the current item. If the 

"Current Item" is unchecked, the following will appear: 

o List: Specify the list to add/delete the attachment/s to/from. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List". 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow 

history list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 
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4.4.14 Document Generation 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

SPARK Workflow Document Generation activity enables the workflow designer to create 

custom documents in Word, Excel or PowerPoint with data dynamically merged from 

tagged templates stored in SharePoint. 

This activity needs SPARK Document Tagger (Office add-in) to be installed on your office 

applications; the installation process runs aromatically once you open any document 

template for tagging.  

 

Important note: You need to have Office 365 Word, Excel and PowerPoint online 

applications, Office 2013 desktop editions or later versions in order to be able to use this 

feature as SPARK Document Tagger add-in will not work if you “the workflow designer” 

don’t have at least one of these versions up and running at your local machine. 

 

Add-in usage 

SPARK Document Generation will enable you to use SPARK Document Tagger to add tags 

to templates for generating documents. The tags are mapped to variables and workflow 

data such as columns, Tables and images available in the workflow or SharePoint in 

general. The add-in loads these data when you open the document template for tagging 

from SPARK workflow designer.

 For information on this Office add-in, see SPARK Document Tagger. 

 

Document Generation Activity Settings 

To use SPARK Document Generation activity, drag and drop the document generation 

activity from the activities toolbox. Open the activity settings by double click on the 

activity image or the gear icon  
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 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Document template – Document Library: Select the document library that has 

the document template stored in, the list will show all document libraries for the 

site that the workflow is being published on. 

 Document template – Template: Select the document template form the list of 

templates that are stored in the selected document library (above point). to 

create a new template you can click on the plus icon , and fill the new template 

name and type in the popup dialog. 
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 Document template – Click to open & tag: Click on it to open 

SPARK Document Tagger (Office add-in) to tag and design the template, 

merging workflow context and data within it. 

   

 Output – Output Location: Select the document library to store the generated 

document in it, or select “Attach to current item” to attach the generated 

document to the current item that the workflow is running on. 

 Output – Document Library: Select the document library to store the generated 

document in, the list will show all document libraries for the site that the workflow 

is being published on. 

 Output – Folder Path: Specify the folders path you want to store the generated 

document in, the folders must be created in the list selected in the above point. 

This property is optional. You can specify a dynamic path by using the workflow 

context, variables and functions by clicking on the  button. 

 

 Output – Generation type: (Works only on Original file, the PDF format is not 

yet supported on the Office 365 edition).  

 Output – File Name: Specify the file name of the generated document. You can 

generate a dynamic name by using the workflow context, variables and functions 

by clicking on the  button. 

 Output – Store output file URL in: You can store the generated document URL 

in a workflow variable to be used with other activities or services. The list will 

show all created workflow variables of type string. 
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Create Table Data 

This topic describes how to add tables to the Document Generation activity to populate 

your document templates.  

Document Generation Tables contain collection variables to dynamically repeat row, 

tables, and section data in document templates. 

 

To Add a Table: 

 

1- Open the Document Generation activity settings dialog, fill the required fields, and 

then click on the Table button in the action ribbon of the activity settings page.  

For information on configuring the activity and adding a template, see Document 

Generation Activity Settings. 

 
2- In the Table settings dialog, click Add Table to create a new Table settings fields, note 

that you can add multiple tables to the same generated document.  

 
3- In Table name property, enter the name of your table; note that duplicate names 

are not allowed. 

4- Set the table style properties: Font size, Font Family and Header Shading Color. Note 

that these properties will show up only when the selected template is a Microsoft Word 

template. 

https://help.nintex.com/en-US/O365/o365/O365WorkFlow/DocGen/DocumentGeneration.htm
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5- Select the List you want to query and show its data in the table. 

6- Select the columns you want to show in the table, you can add multiple columns by 

clicking on the Add link. 

7- CAML Query (optional):  you can use this property to write a CAML Query to 

generate complex set of data, filtering, sorting and using the query language techniques 

to pull needed data from the selected list. You can also use the CAML Query Builder tool 

to generate your CAML Query visually without the need to write any line of the query 

code, by clicking on the “Generate CAML Query” link. Note that this property is optional 

and you can leave it blank in case you want to retrieve all data from the selected list. 

8- Click on the Save button to create the new table settings. 

9- You can always get back to the tables data dialog to edit or delete the table settings. 

 
 

Create Image Data 
This topic describes how to add images to the Document Generation activity to populate 

your document templates.  

 

To Add an Image: 

1- Open the Document Generation activity settings dialog, fill the required fields, and 

then click on the Image button in the action ribbon of the activity settings page.  

For information on configuring the activity and adding a template, see Document 

Generation Activity Settings. 

 
2- In the Image settings dialog, click Add Image to create a new Image settings fields, 

note that you can add multiple images to the same generated document. 

https://help.nintex.com/en-US/O365/o365/O365WorkFlow/DocGen/DocumentGeneration.htm
https://help.nintex.com/en-US/O365/o365/O365WorkFlow/DocGen/DocumentGeneration.htm
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3- In Image name property, enter the name of your image; note that duplicate names 

are not allowed. 

Set the Image URL property, the Image must be located in an accessible web location in 

order to be retrieved and merged in the generated document. You can specify a dynamic 

path by using the workflow context, variables and functions by clicking on the  button.   

Important Note: When adding images to Excel templates, you are required to supply 

more details such as:  

 

- Sheet Name: Specify the Excel Sheet Name where you want the image to appear in. 

- Image Start Index: Fill in the Row and Column numbers where the image will start 

from. 

- Image End Index: Fill in the Row and Column numbers where the image will end at. 

The Start and End Indexes will shape the image boundaries in the specified sheet of the 

generated Excel document. 
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4- Click on the Save button. 

5- You can always get back to the images data dialog to edit or delete the image 

settings. 

 

 

Create HTML Section 
This topic describes how to add an HTML section to the Document Generation activity to 

populate your document templates. This feature applies on Word templates only. 

Document Generation HTML section contains html code with dynamic data to be 

generated in document templates. 

 

To Add an HTML Section: 

 

1- Open the Document Generation activity settings dialog, fill the required fields, and 

then click on the HTML Section button in the action ribbon of the activity settings 

page.  

For information on configuring the activity and adding a template, see Document 

Generation Activity Settings. 

 

https://help.nintex.com/en-US/O365/o365/O365WorkFlow/DocGen/DocumentGeneration.htm
https://help.nintex.com/en-US/O365/o365/O365WorkFlow/DocGen/DocumentGeneration.htm
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2- In the HTML Section settings dialog, click Add HTML Section to create a new one, note 

that you can add multiple HTML Sections to the same generated document.  

 
3- In the Name property, enter the name of your HTML Section; note that duplicate 

names are not allowed. 

4- Create/Design the HTML you want it to be generated in the document, you can use 

the HTML editor to that. 

5- You can insert dynamic data from the list or the workflow by clicking on the (fx) 

button. 

6- Click on the Save button to create the new HTML Section settings. 

7- You can always get back to the HTML section data dialog to edit or delete. 
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Create a list of values 
You can create a list of values in a (Word Template) by creating a variable of type 

collection in the workflow and use a compatible activity to fill it such as CAML Query 

activity. In the Document Tagger, you will find a new section “Collection Variable”, in this 

section click on the variable you want to have it in the document body, and choose how 

you would like to present this list of values in the document (Regular List, Bullets List or 

a Numbering List). Save the template and publish your workflow. 

For more information about how to use a collection variable in a Document Generation 

Activity, see this video:  SPARK Workflow Document Generation Advanced Features 

 

  

https://youtu.be/t4s74axO5uQ
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4.4.15 Set Approval Status 

This activity updates the built-in SharePoint approval status of the current item. 

 

Important note: In order to allow the activity to work properly, you need to enable the 

Content Approval property in versioning settings of the list or the document library; 

otherwise, this activity will fail to run.  

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Status: Specify the approval status of the current item. You have five options to 

select from: 

 Approved 

 Rejected 

 Pending 

 Draft 

 Scheduled 

 Comments: The comments entered here will be associated with the update to the 

status of the current item. The value can be added either manually or based on a 

dynamic element by clicking on the  button. 

 

 

 Before running this activity, you may need to make sure that your tenant’s workflow has 

sufficient permissions to access the web services in the Office 365 environment.  

 

 In order to have this activity working the way it should, you have to disable the “Create 

Workflow Status” property in the workflow settings. 
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4.5 Security & Perms Activities 

4.5.1 Item Permissions 

This activity allows changing the permissions for an item or a file. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Run with Application Permissions: Switch this property ON if you want to run 

this workflow with elevated permissions regardless of the initiator assigned 

permissions. The workflow initiator’s user context will be impersonated as an App 

“Power user” internal service account. In this case, this activity will have full 

permissions over site’s lists, libraries and their items, even if the initiator doesn’t 

have any permission. 

 Set permission on: If the "Current Item" is checked, the permission will be 

applied on the current item or file. If the "Current Item" is unchecked, the 

following will appear: 

o List: Specify the list or library that the item or file refers to. 

o Where: Specify the where condition. The list of values in the "Where" depends 

on what was selected in the "List". 

o Equals: Choose "Value" or "Workflow Variable". If "Value" is selected, a value 

can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. If "Workflow Variable" is selected, you can select from the existing 

variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new 

variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 
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 Inherit permissions from parent: If checked, the permission of the item or file 

will be inherited from its parent. If it's unchecked, the following will appear: 

o Remove existing permissions: When this option is checked, then the 

existing permissions will be removed before adding new permissions. 

o Users: Select a user or a group to assign permissions for the item or file. 

o Permission: Select the level of permission that can be assigned to a user or a 

group for the item or file. You can add as many users and permissions as you 

want by clicking on Add user permission button. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow 

history list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 
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4.5.2 Group Settings 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows creating and deleting SharePoint groups in addition to 

adding/removing members (SharePoint users) to/from a SharePoint group. 

 

Activity Settings: 
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 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Create Group: Switch it ON to specify the following properties: 

o Group Name: Specify the group name you want to create. The group name 

can be entered either manually or based on a dynamic element by clicking on 

(fx) button. 

o Group Description: Optionally specify the group description. 

o Group Owner: Specify the group owner. To set this field, enter the user 

name or email address (a dropdown box will appear with matching query 

results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic value to this field by 

clicking on (fx) button. 

o Who can view the membership of the group? Specify who can view the 

members of this group (Group Members or Everyone). 

o Who can edit the membership of the group? Specify who can edit the 

members of this group (Group Owner or Group Members). 

 Delete Group: Switch it ON to specify the following properties: 

o Group Name: Specify the group name you want to delete. To set this field, 

enter the group name or email address (a dropdown box will appear with 

matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic 

value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Add users to group: Switch it ON to specify the following properties: 

o Group Name: Specify the group name you want to add users to. To set this 

field, enter the group name or email address (a dropdown box will appear with 

matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a dynamic 

value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Users: Specify the users you want to add to the specified group. To set this 

field, enter the user names or email addresses (a dropdown box will appear 

with matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a 

dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Remove users from group: Switch it ON to specify the following properties: 

o Group Name: Specify the group name you want to remove users from. To set 

this field, enter the group name or email address (a dropdown box will appear 

with matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a 

dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

o Users: Specify the users you want to remove from the specified group. To set 

this field, enter the user names or email addresses (a dropdown box will 

appear with matching query results when typing in this field) or you can set a 

dynamic value to this field by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

Note: The workflow initiator must have sufficient permissions to operate on 

site's groups, otherwise this activity will produce a security error in the 

workflow logs and will skip to the next activity in the same route. 
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4.6 Operations Activities 

4.6.1 String Builder 

This activity allows to performing basic string concatenations to be used with other 

workflow activities at runtime. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Text: Specify the string you want to build in this area. The string can be entered 

manually or based on dynamic elements by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Set in Variable: Select the workflow variable to store the text in. 

 

 

4.6.2 Create History Log 

This activity will create a user-defined entry in the workflow history list. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Message: Specify the description value to be added in the description field in the 

history log. A value can be added either manually or based on a dynamic element by 

clicking on (fx) button. 
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4.6.3 Set Workflow Variable 

This activity will set a value to a workflow variable. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Set: Select the workflow variable that you want to set the value to. You can specify a 

static value or add dynamic value by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 

4.6.4 Set Workflow Status 

This activity sets (updates) the status of the workflow. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Status: Specify the workflow status. You can specify a static value or add dynamic 

value by clicking on (fx) button. 
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4.6.5 Wait Column Update 

This activity makes the workflow wait until a column of the current item meets a 

specified condition. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Wait for: Select the column you want to evaluate with. 

 Equals: Specify the value (static/dynamic value) that the selected list/library column 

value must match in order to continue executing the workflow. You can specify a 

static value or add a dynamic value by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 

4.6.6 Wait For Item Event 

This activity makes the workflow wait until the selected event (add a new item or update 

an existing item) occurs in the selected list. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Event: Select the event for the activity to wait for (when an item is added or when 

an item is changed). 

 List: Select the list you want to evaluate for the event. 

 Related item: Select a workflow variable (of type “List Item ID”) to store the 

returned GUID of the trigger item within the list that the event has been triggered on. 
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4.6.7 Terminate Workflow 

This activity used to terminate the current running workflow. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Status: Optionally specify the status of the terminated workflow to be set as a 

workflow status when terminated. 

 Reason: Optionally specify the reason to terminate the workflow. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow history 

list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 

 

 

 

4.6.8 Suspend Workflow 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity suspends the current running workflow instance and waits for a user 

interaction to resume it manually. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Reason: Specify the reason to suspend the workflow. You can specify a static value 

or add a dynamic value by clicking on (fx) button. 
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4.6.9 Start Workflow 

This activity will initiate (start) another workflow on the list/library or site. 

 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Workflow Type: Choose the workflow type (List workflow or Site workflow) to be 

started. 

 Workflow to start: Specify the workflow name to start. You can only specify 

published list/site workflows in the same site. 

 Item ID: This option is available if the selected workflow type is "List workflow". 

Specify the Item ID to start its workflow. You can specify a static value or add a 

dynamic value by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow history 

list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 
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4.6.10 Delay For 

This activity causes a workflow to pause executing for a specified time interval, in years, 

months, days, hours, and minutes. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Delay periods: Set the delay periods (Days, Hours and Minutes). You can manually 

enter values or use dynamic values by clicking on (fx) button. 

 

 

4.6.11 Delay Until 

This activity causes a workflow to pause executing until a specified date and time. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Delay until: Set the date and time that make the workflow paused until reach a 

specified value. You can manually enter the date/time value or use dynamic values by 

clicking on (fx) button or select from workflow variables. 
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4.6.12 Math Operations 

This activity allows the workflow to perform basic calculations at runtime to be used in 

other activities in the workflow. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Value 1: Specify the value 1. This field can be entered manually or based on dynamic 

elements by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Operator: Select the mathematical operator (Plus, Minus, Multiply by, Divided by or 

Mod). 

 Value 2: Specify the value 2. This field can be entered manually or based on dynamic 

elements by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Set in Variable: Select the workflow variable to store the mathematical result in. 

You can select from the existing variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables 

ribbon" to add a new variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables 

section. 

 

 

4.6.13 Functions 

This activity allows the workflow to perform basic calculations at runtime to be used in 

other activities in the workflow. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Function/s: Clicks on "Add Function" will open a Function dialogue: 
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o Function Title: Specify the Function Title. 

o Function: Select the function name from a function dropdown list. Other 

properties will depend on the selected function. For more details, please refer 

to section Workflow Functions in this document. 

 Store results in: Select the workflow variable to store the results in. You can select 

from the existing variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a 

new variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 
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4.6.14 Collection Operations 

This activity allows applying different operations directly to values in a collection variable. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Collection Variable: Specifies the collection variable that the operation applies to. 

You can select from the existing collection variables or click on "Variables" in the 

"Variables ribbon" to add a new collection variable. For more detail, please refer to 

Workflow Variables section. 

 Operator: Select one of the following operators: 

o Add: To add a new item to the collection with the value specified in the 

"Value" field. 

o Count: To retrieve the number of items in the collection. The result is stored 

in a number variable specified at "Store Result In". 

o Get: To retrieve a value at a specified index and store the value in the variable 

specified at "Store Result In". The output variable must be compatible with the 

value being retrieved from the collection. 

o Exists: To retrieve a True / False value into the variable specified at "Store 

Result In" to indicate whether or not an item matching the specified value is 

currently stored in the collection or not. The comparison is done by comparing 

the text representation of the "Value" field with the text representation of each 

item in the collection. 

o Clear: To remove all the items from the collection. 

o Remove: To remove all items from the collection that equal the specified 

value. 
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4.6.15 Collection Builder 

This activity allows building a collection variable and adding values to it in order to be 

used with other workflow activities at runtime. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Collection Variable: Select the collection you want to add values to. You can select 

from the existing collection variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" 

to add a new collection variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables 

section. 

 Value: Specify the value to add to the collection. The value can be entered manually 

or based on dynamic elements by clicking on (fx) button. you can add multiple values 

to the collection by clicking on + Add value. 

 

 

4.6.16 Convert Value 

This activity allows converting one variable type to another and store in the destination 

variable. For example, converting the value in a text variable as a number and stores the 

value in a number variable. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of the 

activity using this property. 

 Source Variable: Select the variable to be converted. You can select from the 

existing collection variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a 

new collection variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Destination Variable: Select the variable to store the resulting value. 
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4.7 Integration Activities 

4.7.1 Database Query 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows the workflow to run a SQL statement or command. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Database: Specify the database type you want to connect with: MS SQL or 

Oracle. 

 SQL authentication: Select this option to determine that the connection to the 

database will be made using SQL authentication. When using SQL authentication, 

username and password fields are presented optionally to allow entering the 

credentials of a SQL account with sufficient database access. 

 

An example of a  connection string using SQL authentication is: 

Data Source=myServerAddress;Initial Catalog=myDataBase; 

 

OR 

 

You can transparency specify a user name/password in the connection string 

as follows: 

Server=myServerAddress;Database=myDataBase;User Id=myUsername; 

Password=myPassword; 

 

 

When completing the above settings, you can click on "Test Connection" button to 

test the connection, if the connection is OK, then you can proceed with setting 

your query, if the connection failed, then you need to check the error message 

and try updating your connection string in order to have a successful connection 

between the workflow and your database. 
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 Connection String: Specify a connection string to use when connecting to the 

database. You can add dynamic elements or objects into the connection string by 

clicking on (fx) button, this is very useful when you need to create a dynamic 

connection string. 

 Query: Type the SQL statement, procedure or command which you want to be 

executed when running this activity. You can add dynamic elements or objects 

into the SQL statement by clicking on (fx) button, this is very useful when you 

need to create a dynamic SQL where clause. 

 Action: You have two options of actions to select from: 

o Execute: Use this option if the statement specified in the Query does not 

return values such as: INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE or use EXECUTE to call a 

procedure that do not return values as well. 

o Retrieve: Use this option if the statement specified in the Query returns 

values such as: SELECT or EXECUTE to run procedure that return values. If 

this option is selected, you have to specify a workflow variable to store the 

retrieved query result specified in the "For column name" field. You can store 

more than one retrieved value by clicking on "Add" button. You can create a 

workflow variable of type "string, Number, etc.." to store one value of these 

types or you can create a workflow variable of type "collection" to store more 

than one value. For more detail about workflow variables, please refer to 

Workflow Variables section. 

 

 

Note: In case the selected database is Oracle, download, install and configure the Oracle 

Client of your Oracle version on your local database server, and use the below connection 

string: 

 
Data 
Source=(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=YouServerNameOrIP)(PORT=1521))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=YourServiceName)));User 

Id=YourUserName;Password=YourPassword; 
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4.7.2 Web Service Call 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows the workflow to call a Rest Web Service. 
 

Activity Settings 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Request URL: Specify the request URL in which the web service located. You can 

specify this field manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Request Type: Specify the request Type. 

 Request Header: Optionally, specify the request header element/s to be sent 

with the web request. You can add additional header elements by clicking on "Add 

header element" button. 

 Content Type: Optionally, specify the content body type. Example: text/xml; 

charset="utf-8" to get XML result or contentType: 'application/json' to get JSON 

formatted result. You can add additional content elements by clicking on "Add 

content element" button. 

 Properties Main Path: The properties main path in which to find the required 

returned data in, for example: d/results.  

 Response Content: Optionally, specify the response contents properties, and 

store their values in workflow variables. You can add additional response content 

property by clicking on "Add response content property" button. 

 Response Status Code: Specify a workflow to store the returned status code in, 

this is usually used to check if the service call has been executed successfully or 

not. 
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4.7.3 User Profile 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows the workflow to get or set data of a specific user/s from/to their 

SharePoint user profile service. 

 

Activity Settings 

 
 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Users: Specify the username or email address of the user/s you want to get/set 

their profiles data. The entries of this property can be dynamic using the (fx) 

functionality. 

 Store property: Select the profile property you want to get its value from. You 

can retrieve more than one property by clicking in "Add" button. 

 In: Select the workflow variable you want to store the profile property in. You can 

select from the existing variables or click on "Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" 

to add a new variable. For more detail, please refer to Workflow Variables section. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow 

history list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 
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4.8 Provisioning Activities 

4.8.1 Create List 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows creating a SharePoint list on the specified site. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 List Title: Specify the name of the list you want to create. The list name should 

be unique. You can specify this field manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Description: Optionally, specify a descriptive text of the list being created. You 

can specify this field manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 List Template: Select the list template from the dropdown list. 

 Site URL: Specify the site url to create the list in. You can specify this field 

manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Display on the Quick Launch of the parent site: Switch this option ON if you 

want to display the list on the Quick Launch of the parent site. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow 

history list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 

 Store List GUID In: Select the workflow variable you want to store the GUID of 

the created list in. You can select from the existing variables or click on 

"Variables" in the "Variables ribbon" to add a new variable. For more detail, please 

refer to Workflow Variables section. 
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4.8.2 Delete List 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows deleting a SharePoint list. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Delete By - List GUID: Specify the GUID of the list you want to delete. You can 

specify this field manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Delete By – List Title: Specify the “List Title” of the list you want to delete. You 

can specify this field manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow 

history list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 
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4.8.3 Create Site 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows creating a SharePoint site in the SharePoint environment. 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Site name: Specify the name of the site you want to create. The site name 

should be unique. You can specify this field manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Site title: Specify the title of the site you want to create. You can specify this 

field manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Description: Optionally, specify a descriptive text of the site being created. You 

can specify this field manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Inherit permissions: Switch this option ON to determine that the site will inherit 

the permissions from its parent. If this option is OFF, the SharePoint default 

unique permissions will be assigned to the site being created. 

 Language: Select the site Language to be applied to the site being created. 

 Template: Select the site template to be applied to the site being created. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow 

history list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 

 Store URL In: Select the workflow variable you want to store the URL of the 

created site in. You can select from the existing variables or click on "Variables" in 

the "Variables ribbon" to add a new variable. For more detail, please refer to 

Workflow Variables section. 
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4.8.4 Delete Site 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

This activity allows to delete a SharePoint site from the SharePoint environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity Settings: 

 
 

 Activity Title: Specify the activity title. You can change the default title/name of 

the activity using this property. 

 Site URL: Specify the site url you want to delete. You can specify this field 

manually or by clicking on (fx) button. 

 Show result in history log: Switch it ON to create an entry in the workflow 

history list showing if the service call has been executed successfully or not. 
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5 Viewing Workflow History & Status 

To view the item's workflow history and status: 

 Click on the item context menu  then click on Advanced and click on 

Workflows. 

 
 

 Under Running Workflows in Workflows (Workflow Health), click on the workflow 

that you want to open its status page. 

 
 The status page shows the workflow tasks and history. 
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6 Workflow Variables 

SPARK Workflow Variables provide the ability to store data within the workflow in order 

to use them in the workflow activities and without the need to save it in a list column. 

The designer can create different workflow variables data types such as (Single line of 

text, Plain Text, Integer, Number, Datetime, Boolean, Person or Group, List (Multi 

select), Radio Button, Dropdown List, List Item ID, Action ID, Collection). 

 

Add, Delete, or Edit Workflow Variables: 

You can add, delete, or edit the variables by clicking on Variables in Workflow group 

under SPARK designer ribbon. 

 
 

The workflow variables screen will appear that contains the following properties: 

 
 New: Click New button to add a new variable. 

 Delete: Click Delete to delete a selected variable. Select the variable from the 

list and click on the Delete button. 

 Edit: To edit a variable, select the variable from the list and edit its properties. 

 Name: The name of the variable which is the variable identity. Name duplication 

is not allowed. 

 Type: The data type of variable. You can create variables for the following types: 

o Single line of text. 

o Plain Text. 

o Integer. 

o Number. 

o DateTime. If this type is selected, you will have three options in the 

"Default Value" to select from when the workflow is started: 

 Blank: This means no default value is available. 

 Today's date: Show todays "the time and date when starting the 

workflow" as a default value. 
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 Specify date: This option will allow specifying the default date and 

time manually. 

o Boolean. If this type is selected, you have two options in the "Default 

Value" to select from when the workflow is initiated: Yes/No. 

o Person or Group. If this type is selected, the "Allow" property checkbox list 

will be visible if the "Show on start" property is set to ON. You can check 

one or more than one option to enable user to search for a specific user 

and/or a group when opening the workflow initiation page.  

The following are the  

 User: User can search for a user names. 

 DL: User can search for a Distribution Lists. 

 Security Group: User can search for a Domain groups. 

 SharePoint Group: User can search for a SharePoint groups. 

o Dropdown List. If this type is selected, you have to specify the choices to 

select from. 

o List Item ID. 

o Action ID. 

o Collection "Array". 

o Dictionary. 

 Default Value: The initial value of the workflow variable. 

 Show on start: Switch this option ON will allow users to specify a value for the 

workflow variable when the workflow is first started. Note: The workflow variables 

will only appear if the workflow is set to start manually, if the workflow starts 

automatically, the workflow variables fields will not appear and if default values 

are set, they will be used for the variables. 

 

Note: You can create workflow variables from within the Activity Settings. For more 

details, refer to Activities Settings General Ribbons. 
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7 Workflow Functions 

7.1 Date & Time Functions 

1. Add Date: Returns a new DateTime by adding specified number of 

[years/Months/Days/Hours/Minutes/Seconds] to the value of [Date] provided. 

 
 

2. Get Elapsed Days: Determines the number of days between [Date1] and [Date2]. 

The result can be weekends excluded. 

 
 

3. Subtract From Date: Returns a new DateTime that Subtracts the specified number 

of [years/Months/Days/Hours/Minutes/Seconds] from the value of [Date] provided. 

 
 

4. To Universal Date Time: Converts the specified [Date] to universal datetime value. 
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7.2 Users & Groups Functions 

5. Convert Users To Collections: Converts a single or multiple [User] to a collection 

variable in order to be used later on in loops and collection-ops activities. 

 
 

6. Get Manager Info: Returns the selected [Manager Info] property of the selected 

[User] and store it into a variable. This function deals only with a single user input 

and provides any information selected in the [Manager Info] dropdown control. 

 
 

7. Get User Info: Returns the selected [User Info] property of the selected [User] and 

store it into a variable. This function deals only with a single user input and provides 

any information selected in the [User Info] dropdown control. 

 
 

8. Get User Info By Index: Returns the [User Info] of a specific [Index] in case you 

have multi-users input [User] and store it into a variable, This function provides any 

user information selected in the [User Info] dropdown control. In case you have a 

single user value then the index will be zero.   

 
 

9. Is Group Member: Returns Boolean value which will be “True” if the [User] is a 

member of the provided [Group], otherwise, it will return “False”. 
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7.3 Text Functions 

10. Concatenate String: Returns a new string by appending [Input Text] to the end of 

another string. 

 
 

11. Extract Splitted String By Index: Extract a portion from an [Input Text] based on 

specific delimiter [Separator] and based on the position of the splitted string [Index]. 

If "Remove Empty Entries" is selected, it will remove the empty entries generated by 

the splitting process, If None is selected, it will keep the empty entries. 

 
 

12. Extract Substring From End: Extracts the specified string from the end of a given 

string [Input Text]. 

 
 

13. Extract Substring From Index: Extracts a substring from a specified string [Input 

Text] at a given [Index]. 

 
 

14. Extract Substring From Index Length: Extracts a substring from a specified string 

[Input Text] at the given [Index] and [Length]. 
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15. Extract Substring From Start: Extracts a substring from the beginning of a given 

[Input Text]. 

 
 

16. Format String: Represents a string value in a text [Input Text] of a specific format. 

 
 

17. Length: Returns the number of characters of a [Input Text]. 

 
 

18. Remove: Removes a [Text To Remove] from an [Input Text]. 

 
 

19. Replace String: Replaces an [Existing Text] with a new string [Replacement] in a 

larger string [Input Text]. 
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20. String Splitter: Split an [Input Text] into several parts based on a specific 

[Separator] character or string and store the resulted data into a collection variable.  

 
 

21. Substring: Extracts a portion from an [Input Text] starting from [Start Index] to 

[Length]. 

 
 

22. To Lower Case: Formats an [Input Text] to all lower case. 

 
 

23. To Upper Case: Formats an [Input Text] to all upper case. 

 
 

24. Trim: Removes leading and trailing whitespace from an [Input Text] or removes 

[Text To Trim] from an [Input Text]. 
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25. Words In Title: Checks whether specified [Keywords] are contained in an item’s title 

field or not.  

 
 

 

7.4 Miscellaneous Functions 

26. Email Body Hyperlink: Returns a hyperlink object in the email body in order to be 

customized by the designer. 

 
 

27. Get Lookup Field Value: Returns the text value "Display Text" of a selected [Lookup 

Field] in the current item. 
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8 CAML Query Builder 

The CAML Query Builder is an intuitive user interface that helps users/designers 

creating a CAML query in an easy and quick manner. It includes features to create query, 

export query, copy query and test the query results on the spot. 

 

CAML Query Builder Ribbon 

 
 Exit: Clicking Cancel to close the CAML query builder and return to the original 

location. 

 Refresh: Clicking Refresh to refresh lists and columns. Be careful when clicking 

on this button, as the system will empty the Query Tree, Editor, selected Columns 

and Order By. 

 New: Clicking New to create a new query for the selected list. 

 Execute: Clicking Execute to test the query and generate the CAML query 

results in the result pane. 

 Insert: To insert the query in the CAML area in the activity settings. 

 Export: Clicking Export to export the CAML query to a text file. 

 Copy: Copy the generated CAML query in the editor pane into the clipboard. 

 

Site Path pane: 

The site you want to use the CAML query based on. 

 

Site Lists pane: 

The list/library that you want to use in the CAML query. 

Columns List pane: 

Used to select the columns that want to retrieve them. If you do not select any one, the 

query will retrieve all the columns. 

Query Tree pane: 

The area where you can build a CAML query conditions. Each row contains four fields: 
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 Column #1 (Filter / And / Or): Used to add AND / OR filters, if you need to 

remove the AND / OR filter set it to type Filter. You can add one or more than 

one AND/OR conditions. 

 Column #2 (Columns' List): Used to select the column(s) that need to filter. 

 Column #3 (CAML Query Operators): Equal, Not Equal, Greater Than, Greater 

Than or Equal, Less Than, Less Than or Equal, Is Null, Is Not Null, Begins With, 

Contains and Date Ranges Overlap. 

 Column #4 (Field Value): The value of field you need to filter on it. 

Order By pane: 

Used to add/delete "Order By" to CAML query. You can add one or more than one Order 

By columns. 

Editor pane: 

Show the CAML Query text, it will be changed if any changes occurred in the Query Tree, 

Columns List and Order By. 

Result pane: 

Show the CAML query results to test that the generated query is working properly. 
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9 Central Tasks Management 

Using Central Tasks Management page, administrator, as a site admin, can query a 

specific user's outstanding tasks, delegate them to another user, or complete them with 

one click. 

 

The following illustrate how to use this feature: 

1. Select the List tab on the List Tools Ribbon. 

2. In the Settings group, click the SPARK Workflow button and click on Manage 

SPARK Workflows. 

 
3. In the Manage group, click the Central Tasks Management button. 

4. In the Central Tasks Management page, set the following value: 

 
o Workflow Tasks Lists: Specify the tasks list. 

o Assigned To: Search for the user whom the tasks related. To set this 

field, enter the user name (a dropdown box will appear with matching 

query results when typing in this field). Only one user can be specified. 

o Task Type: Specify the task type. You have three options to select from: 

 Approval Tasks: This is the tasks that has been assigned to a user 

using "Request Approval" activity. 

 Review Tasks: This is the tasks that has been assigned to a user 

using "Request Review" activity. 

 Custom Tasks: This is the tasks that has been assigned to a user 

using "Custom Request" activity. 

o Created: Optionally Specify the task created date (created date from and 

created date to) 

o Task Name Keyword: Optionally specify a keyword of the task name. 

 

When finish, click on the Query Tasks button to retrieve the tasks. A list of 

task/s will appear to select from based on the above specified criteria. 

 Click on  to delegate the selected tasks. 

 Click on  to complete the selected Approval tasks. This button is 

visible if the selected "Task Type" is "Approval Tasks". 

 Click on  to complete the selected Review tasks. This button is 

visible if the selected "Task Type" is "Review Tasks". 

 Click on  to complete the selected Custom tasks. This button is 

visible if the selected "Task Type" is "Custom Tasks". 
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10 Workflow Status Report 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

Using Workflow Status Report page, the user can monitor the internal status of 

workflows running on the current list. 

 

The following illustrates how to use this feature: 

1. Select the List tab on the List Tools Ribbon. 

2. In the Settings group, click the SPARK Workflow button and click on Manage 

SPARK Workflows. 

 
3. In the Manage group, click the Workflow Status Report button. 

4. In the Workflow Status Report page, set the following values to filter the 

report's results: 

 
o Workflow Internal Status: Select the workflow Internal status to filter 

the report on. Selecting "All Statuses" will return all workflow statuses. 

o You can filter the results by: 

 Show all list items: This filter will return all workflow statuses of 

all items in the list. 

 Show number of items: This filter will return all workflow statuses 

of the first specified number of items. 

 Show from item ID to item ID: This filter will return all workflow 

statuses of the specified items' IDs ranges. 

 

When finishing specifying the filters, click on the Run Report in the top 

Actions ribbon. 
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11 SPARK Document Tagger (Office Add-in) 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition only. 

 

SPARK Document Tagger is part of the SPARK Workflow Document Generation activity. It 

enables the workflow designer to create custom documents in Word, Excel, PowerPoint or 

PDF with data dynamically merged from tagged templates stored in SharePoint. 

This add-in can be used to create templates that will be used by SPARK Workflow product 

to build workflows that include automatically generated 

documents. 

Please note that SPARK Document Tagger requires 

SPARK Workflow product. 

 

Add-in capabilities 

When using this add-in, it will read and make changes 

to your document. 

 

Add-in usage 

Use SPARK Document Tagger to add tags to templates 

for generating documents. The tags are mapped to 

variables and workflow data such as columns, Tables 

and images available in the workflow or SharePoint in 

general. The add-in loads these data when you open 

the document template from SPARK workflow designer.

 
 

Tag Templates 

Merge workflow data into the template by tagging templates with SPARK Document 

Tagger.  

Please note that tagging steps depends on file type.  
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To tag a Microsoft Word, Excel or PowerPoint template: 

1- Open SPARK Workflow designer by clicking on the list’s or the library’s top ribbon 

button. 

 
2- In the SPARK Workflow designing canvas, drag and drop the document generation 

activity from the activities toolbox. 

 

3- Open the activity settings by double click on the activity image or the gear icon  

4- In the activity settings page select the document library that have the template stored 

in or that you want to create and store a new template in it. 

 

To create a new template you can click on the plus icon , and fill the new template 
name and type in the popup dialog 
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5- Open SPARK Document Tagger: In the Document Generation activity, by clicking on 

Click to open and tag link.  

For information on configuring the activity and adding a template, see Document 

Generation Activity Settings. 

 

6- In the template, place your cursor where you want the tag to appear. 

7- To insert a tag: In SPARK Document Tagger, select the tag you want from the add-in 

pane, the tag is inserted where the cursor was positioned in the document.  

 
8- Save the template, then publish and run the workflow, and you should be able to 

generate a document to the target library you have chosen in the activity settings. 

 

Important note: SPARK Document Tagger add-in works on Office 365 Word, Excel 

and PowerPoint online applications and on Office 2013 desktop edition and later editions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://help.nintex.com/en-US/nintex2016/current/sp2016/Workflow/SPDocGen/DocumentGeneration.htm
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12 SPARK Workflow LazyApproval 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Enterprise Edition. 
 

The LazyApproval feature of SPARK Workflow enables taking decision/action for 

assigned tasks such as approvals or rejections, when the approver replies to the 

notification email by clicking on the respond email link generated by the feature in the 

email body. The link generates a reply email’s subject, which is recognized and 

interpreted by the system and affect that particular task in the workflow. 

 

Please Note the following:  

 

- The LazyApproval feature is only available with the Request 

Approval, Request Review and Custom Request workflow activities. 

- Select the “Show footer for general email” option if your organization is using 

an email services rather than the O365 Exchange service / Outlook 365, or 

select the “Show footer for Outlook 365 Email” if your organization use it, as 

this will allow embedding the most suitable links code in the notification 

email’s body to allow smoother user experience. 

 
- When LazyApproval feature is used, an addition to the standard email 

template footer is added that explains how to use LazyApproval. When the 

system receives the return email, it will parse the email subject, and take a 

decision based on the concatenated parameters settings in it. You can still edit 

the footer and responds terms in the activity Notification Message body. 

https://help.nintex.com/en-us/nintex2010/help/Workflow/RootCategory/Actions/Nintex.Workflow.RequestApproval.htm
https://help.nintex.com/en-us/nintex2010/help/Workflow/RootCategory/Actions/Nintex.Workflow.RequestApproval.htm
https://help.nintex.com/en-us/nintex2010/help/Workflow/RootCategory/Actions/Nintex.Workflow.RequestReview.htm
http://sss/
http://sss/
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Please note that changing the generated subject would lead to a 

failing LazyApproval internal parsing process. 

If the interrupting process failed for any reason, a return email will be sent to the user 

informing him/her that their response was unable to be interpreted. The user can try 

again or contact his/her system administrator.  
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13 Scheduling a Workflow 

This topic applies to SPARK Workflow Professional and Enterprise Editions only. 

 

Site Workflows can be configured to run automatically at a certain time. 

 

You can configure a schedule on a site workflow as follows: 

 Go to SPARK Site Workflows management page and click on SPARK Workflows 

Schedule button at the top ribbon. 

 

 
 On SPARK Workflow Schedules screen do the following: 

o To add a new Site Workflow schedule, specify the following attributes then 

click on the Add Schedule button: 

 Workflow: Select an existing site workflow from the dropdown list. 

 Start time: Specify the date and time when the workflow schedule 

is to begin. 

 Repeat every: Specify the frequency of the workflow repetition in 

hours, days or months. The number to be entered must be integer. 

 End Schedule: Specify the end of the schedule. Either by 

specifying a specific end date and time or by specifying the number 

of times the workflow should run or by setting the workflow to run 

indefinitely. 

o To delete an existing Site Workflow schedule, click on the Delete icon 

under Registered Instances. 
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In addition, you can schedule a workflow to run 

at a certain time for an item in a library or list 

as follows: 

1. Go to the item's location. 

2. Click on the context menu , then 

click Advanced, then click Schedule 

Workflows. 

3. Add new schedule or delete from the 

existing ones as described above. 
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14 Custom Workflow Task Actions Form 

This topic applies to all SPARK Workflow editions. 

 

Requirements:  

SPARK Forms Builder latest release. Please note that version 8.5 and older versions do 

not support this feature. 

 

The workflow designer can create and customize the default SPARK Workflow task 

actions page using SPARK Forms Builder in a few minutes. He/she can remove and add 

controls from the tasks list to the task from, redesign it, set validation/action’s rules, 

control how the outcomes would display to users and even create a multi-lingual form 

interfaces that will display to the user based on his/her preferred browser settings or 

user profile language.  

This feature is available in the Request Approval, Request Review and Custom Request 

activities top ribbon. 

 

When Clicking the Edit Task Form button, SPARK Forms Builder will open in a new 

browser tab, and will render a default from design from the workflow activity settings 

information. 

 

The designer can design, configure and develop every aspect in the form and have it 

published for his/her users. The designer will be able to unpublish the form and returns 

the default SPARK Workflow Task Actions pages any time he/she wants.   
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15 SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part 

  

The SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part is used to show pending workflow tasks with 

visual indicators from the current site based on selected criteria as follows: 

1. Display only pending workflow tasks that have been assigned to the user currently 

logged in. 

2. Display all pending workflow tasks of all users who are members of a specific 

group. 

3. Display all pending workflow tasks of all users to a user currently logged in. 

4. Display all pending workflow tasks based on the organization hierarchy. 

 

 

Adding "SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part" to a page 

The following steps describe how to add the SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part to a 

page: 

1. Navigate to the page of the site to which you want to add the web part. 

2. Click on the Settings Icon  in the top right-hand corner, then click on Edit 

Page. 

3. Click within the Rich Content area where the web part is to be inserted. 

4. In the Ribbon, click on the Insert tab, then click on Web Part. 

 
5. In the Categories section, click on Apps. 

6. In the Parts section, click on the SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part. 

7. Click on Add button. The page will reload with the web part. 

 
Note: When working on pages having the Modern experience style you can add the web part 

by clicking the (+) in the page edit mode and select SPARK Workflow Task Dashboard web 

part from the web parts collection list. 
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8. The web part displays the following information: 

 
a. Red or Green visual indicators: The red color of the indicator indicates 

that the pending task is overdue (due date > current date). The green 

color indicates that the pending task is not overdue, while the orange 

indicator color means that the task will due in three days. 

b. Task ID: The workflow task id. 

c. Task Name: The workflow task name. Click on the Task Name hyperlink 

will navigate you to the task page. 

d. Created Date: Task created date. 

e. Due Date: Task due date. 

f. Workflow: The workflow name. 

g. Related Item: The related item of the task. Click on the related Item 

hyperlink will navigate you to the related item of the task. 

h. Created By: Who create the related item. 

i. Status: The status of the workflow related task. 

 

Note: You can sort the web part output ascending or descending by clicking on 

any column header. In addition, you can filter the result using Filter option. 

 

9. Click Stop editing to stop editing the web part. 
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Edit the settings of "SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part" 

The following steps describe how to configure SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part: 

 

1. Navigate to the page of the site that has SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part 

embedded in. 

2. Click on the Settings Icon  in the top right-hand corner then click on Edit 

Page. 

3. Select the SPARK Tasks Dashboard Web Part then click on  Edit Web 

Part. 

 
4. The web part properties pane will be shown on the right side of the page. 

 
5. Edit the SPARK Tasks Dashboard Settings as follows: 

a. Tasks Retrieving Criteria options: 

i. Only My Pending Tasks: Will display only pending tasks of the 

currently logged in user. 

ii. Only Group Members Pending Tasks: Will display all pending 

tasks of all users to the currently logged in user who is a member of 

a specific group, which is specified in Site Group textbox. 

iii. All Users Pending Tasks: Will display all pending tasks of all users 

to the currently logged in user. 

b. Site Group: This property is mandatory in case of selecting Only 

Group Members Pending Tasks retrieving criteria, in order to show 

pending workflow tasks of this SharePoint group’s members.  
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16 Supported Lists and Libraries in SPARK 

Workflow 

SPARK Workflow supports the following lists and libraries: 

• Custom List 

• Document Library 

• Links 

• Announcements 

• Contacts 

• Events 

• Tasks 

• Picture Library 

• Issue Tracking 

• Decision 

• Form Library 

• Site Pages 

• Custom List in Datasheet View 

• Asset Library 

• Data Connection Library 

• Published Feed 

• Reports Library 

• User Information 

• Gantt Tasks 

• Tasks With Time line And Hierarchy 

• Maintenance Logs 

• Meetings 

• Agenda 

• Meeting User 

• Meeting Objective 

• Things To Bring, Posts 

• Comments 

• Categories 

• Facility 

• Whereabouts 

• Call Track 

• Circulation 

• Timecard 

• Holidays 

• My Site Document Library 

• Admin Tasks 

• Health Rules 

• Health Reports 
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17 Regular Expressions 

A regular expression (regex or regexp for short) is a special text string for describing a 

search pattern. 

 

Consider the below table which provides examples of a popular regular expressions. For 

more details about regular expressions, please refer to https://regexr.com/ and 

https://www.rexegg.com/. 

Usage Example Regex Pattern 
String That 

Match 

String That Doesn't 

Match 

Match a Username /^[a-z0-9_-]{3,16}$/ my-us3r_n4m3 th1s1s-
wayt00_l0ngt0beausername 
(its too long) 

Match a Password /^[a-z0-9_-]{6,18}$/ myp4ssw0rd mypa$$w0rd (it contains a 
dollar sign) 

Match an Email /^([a-z0-9_\.-
]+)@([\da-z\.-]+)\.([a-
z\.]{2,6})$/ 

john@doe.com john@doe.something (the 
TLD is too long) 

Match Any Email 
Address from a 
Specific Domain 

^[a-zA-Z0-9_.+-
]+@(?:(?:[a-zA-Z0-9-
]+\.)?[a-zA-
Z]+\.)?(domain1|domai
n2)\.com$ 

john@domain1.co
m 

john@domain3.com 

Math any IP 
address 

^(([0-9]|[1-9][0-
9]|1[0-9]{2}|2[0-4][0-
9]|25[0-5])\.){3}([0-
9]|[1-9][0-9]|1[0-
9]{2}|2[0-4][0-
9]|25[0-5])$ 

192.168.1.1 192.168.1 
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